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ACCESSING & USING ENGLISH FOR DEGREE
ENTRANCE PREPARATION

Welcome to English for Degree Entrance Preparation

This is an openly accessible (free) textbook available to all students on the web.
This textbook is designed to be accessible using standard web browsers, mobile devices, screen readers and

other assistive technology. You can access the book in a number of formats. Requirements, tools and
suggestions for navigating and using the book are listed on this page. If you encounter any issues in accessing
the book, please connect with your professor.

Never used an Open Educational Resource (OER) before? Check out our Student Guide to Using OER
Textbooks [New Tab] (https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/georgianoer/).
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Book Formats

Typical OER Textbook Formats, Requirements, Features & Access Options

Book
Format Requirements Features Access Options

Online
web
book

• Internet access
• Web browser

• Optimized for online
access (web browser)

• Embedded interactive
and text-based activities

• Embedded videos
• Embedded glossary terms

• Read online with your device
or assistive technology

• Use Text-to-Speech to listen to
the book

• Take digital notes while you
read

Digital
PDF

• Internet access
• PDF viewer

• Optimized for reading
with internet (PDF
viewer)

• Text-based activities
• Clickable links to videos

and other resources
• Glossary of terms

• Save to a device or drive as
desired

• Access from your device with/
without internet

• Use internet access for
clickable links/videos

• Take digital notes while you
read

Print
PDF

• Internet access for initial
download

• PDF viewer to open file
• Ability to print or access to a

print shop (recommended)

• Optimized for printing/
accessing offline

• Text-based activities
• Glossary of terms

• Save to a device or drive as
desired

• Read offline on device (no
active/clickable links)

• Print chapters or whole book
as needed

• Refer back to web book to
access links/interactive
activities

Don’t forget to cite/reference your textbook if you use it in your research or assignments.

Do you prefer a printed textbook?

This book is free to access, use and print in any of the above formats for non-commercial purposes. If you
prefer a printed textbook, you are encouraged to print sections (below) or the entire book.

• Front matter
• Unit 1
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• Unit 2
• Unit 3
• Unit 4
• Unit 5

Recommendations

• Check for printing costs at a local print shop (Staples, etc.)
• Printing a large document is often significantly less expensive at a print shop than it is to print on your

home printer or at the Library
• Consider printing the book in black & white and referring to the web version or the PDF for any

information that requires colour
• Ask about binding or 3 hole punching when you order, as this is usually low cost and will make your

textbook easier to use

This book is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Sharealike 4.0

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/), allowing students/faculty to print it for their

personal use at the cost of printing.

This book may not be printed and sold for profit.

Experiencing Navigation Issues?

If you encounter navigation issues while accessing this text via a link from your course in Blackboard (or other
learning management system), please try accessing the online web book by using the web address in your
browser. The bottom left and right corners of the web book allow you to navigate through the book
(previous/next) and the top left hand corner of the web book features a drop down table of contents.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, “Accessing and Using this Textbook” by OER Design Studio at the Georgian
College Library is licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0.
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ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT

Accessibility features of the web version of this resource

The web version of English Degree Entrance Preparation has been designed with accessibility in mind by
incorporating the following features:

• It has been optimized for people who use screen-reader technology.
◦ all content can be navigated using a keyboard.
◦ links, headings and tables are formatted to work with screen readers.

• All images in this guide are described fully in the text, alt-tag or in an image description section for
complex images.

• Information is not conveyed by colour alone.
• Pressbooks has built in features such as the ability to change font size.

Other file formats available

In addition to the web version, this book is available in PDF format (whole book and by chapter).

Known accessibility issues and areas for improvement

This book’s adapters have attempted to improve upon existing features from the original sources and improve
these materials for all users.

While we strive to ensure that this resource is as accessible and usable as possible, we might not always get it
right. Any issues we identify will be listed below. If you encounter issues with this text, please notify your
professor.
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List of Known Accessibility Issues

Location of
Issue Need for Improvement Timeline Work Around

APA
formatted
references
(throughout
the book)

APA references require the location of
resources to be listed as a full URL

Wait for
APA
update

Reference entry URLs are not “linked”
but the full URL is listed in text. Plan
to optimize using tagging for next
update.

Video
Captioning

All videos have accessible CC & transcripts via
YouTube or other provider, but may not have
transcripts that fully describe non-speech
content.

Current provisions meet AODA
requirements.

PDF version of
book

PDF version of book may not be fully
accessible, as it was generated using Pressbooks
export.

Text versions of interactive activities
added. Work ongoing.

Accessibility standards

The web version of this resource has been designed to meet AODA requirements (https://www.aoda.ca/the-
act/), along with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/), level
AA. In addition, it follows all guidelines in Appendix A: Checklist for Accessibility (https://opentextbc.ca/
accessibilitytoolkit/back-matter/appendix-checklist-for-accessibility-toolkit/) of the Accessibility Toolkit – 2nd
Edition (https://opentextbc.ca/accessibilitytoolkit/).

This statement was last updated on August 17, 2023.

Attribution & References

This information was adapted from “Accessibility statement (https://opentextbc.ca/pressbooks/front-
matter/accessibility-statement/)” In Pressbooks Guide (https://opentextbc.ca/pressbooks) by BCcampus , licensed
under CC BY 4.0. / Adapted to match the current OER with relevant deficiencies noted.
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INTRODUCTION

The English for Degree Entrance Preparation pressbook is designed to equip students with essential language
and communication skills. In this book, you will find a wealth of practical tips, exercises, and examples to
reinforce your understanding of sentence skills, reading strategies, writing strategies, research skills, and
presentation skills. Students will be equipped with a comprehensive toolkit to excel in the English for Degree
Entrance Preparation course, Academic and Career Preparation, Georgian College.

Learners develop a strong foundation in sentence construction using clear, concise, and grammatically
correct sentences. The course unlocks the power of reading with strategic approaches to grasp main ideas,
draw inferences, and engage with academic articles, literature, and research papers on a deeper level. Students
also develop their writing prowess by mastering various academic writing styles and learn the importance of
evidence-based writing, proper citation, and organization to convey thoughts effectively. Students acquire
essential research skills to find reliable and relevant sources to evaluate sources and synthesize information to
incorporate details into their writing. Finally, confidently presenting your ideas is essential in academic and
professional settings alike. From organizing content, creating slides, to sharing information, these skills ensure
students can deliver a presentation that captivates their audience.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, “Introduction” by Academic and Career Prep, Georgian College, is licensed
under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.
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